
GAIN and MAINTAIN 100% control of 

all your company's projects and resources

Q5 OFFERS A COMPLETE OVERVIEW OF PROJECTS AND
PRODUCTION AND STAFF CAPACITY.

AT THE SAME TIME Q5 CAN HELP YOU IMPROVE RESOURCE
USAGE BY UP TO 20%!

Q5 Project allows you to quickly and easily review

your company's capacity, available manpower and

estimate delivery times. Tailored to fit your needs,

Q5 maintains a constant overview of each and

every stage of processes and projects. 

Our system uses a database where all employee

skills and resources are mapped onto a compe-

tence matrix. This matrix gives an overview of core

competencies, certification, special arrangements

and similar. When these data are linked to the spe-

cific requirements of a given order, its projects, ma-

terials and deadlines, you will be in a position to

exploit all your resources optimally and avoid dou-

ble-booking. Simultaneously, Q5 ensures that your

orders get delivered at the agreed time and at the

agreed price.

Q5 tells you where there is surplus manpower

which could be better employed on other projects,

courses, innovation processes or perhaps allowed

time off in lieu.

Q5 Project is user friendly - for every member of

staff, from administration to production and 

assembly.

The user interface is as accessible as your desktop

calendar. Q5 doesn't require any training courses

or expensive consultant sessions and its software

is updated without fuss or complications for your

firm.

Q5 Project is built on top of Microsoft's SQL plat-

form and can be smoothly integrated with your

firm's own ERP system. This means that data only

needs to be entered once. Q5 can, for example,

be set up to fetch orders from C5/NAV and auto-

matically initiate them as projects in Q5.

Before installing Q5 we carry out an analysis of

your firm's processes. Then, working in close 

cooperation with you, we proceed to establish the

best method of integrating Q5 with your external

systems.



RESOURCE BOOKING

Q5 Project keeps an eye on your most valuable re-
source - your employees. What they're doing and
where and when. Are they on holiday, on sick leave
or perhaps they have due compensatory time?
With Q5 you will quickly and easily identify the right
people for the job.

Q5's distinctive competence matrix shows each
department's unique blend of core competencies
and resources, empowering you to target the right
individuals and/or team for the project - without
overburdening the group.

Q5's built-in calendar, coupled with a clever
text/SMS message service, communicates rapidly
and precisely any new information or modifications
to ongoing projects.

Q5 easily integrates into your existing salary and
time registration system. Giving your firm an invalu-
able overview of holiday periods and sick leave ab-
sences. At the same time, Q5 can be used as a
tool to register hours, if your company doesn't al-
ready have one.

PROJECT PHASES

Q5 Project creates a real-time view of all concur-
rent projects, showing which resources are over-
loaded in relation to manpower and capacity.

The system can be integrated with live registration
of hours utilised, giving a lightning fast and precise
account of how much time an employee or team
has used or will use on a given project. At the same
time, Q5 tells you where there is available capacity
and whether or not new projects can be launched
or others prioritised.

Q5 Project is characterised by ease of use and ac-
cessibility, the various projects altering colour ac-
cording to how much progress has been achieved.
Responding to and making necessary changes in
the distribution of effort thus becomes faster and
easier.

Individual projects can be subdivided into phases,
for example, design/planning, purchases, produc-
tion, testing, packaging and much more. After
which you have the freedom to designate specific
personnel and resources for the task, and then fol-
low each stage of the process, ensuring all speci-
fications and deadlines are met.

PROJECT MOMENTUM

Q5 allows easy and rapid identification of the pa-
rameters and milestones of your project so they
align with the overarching process. These can in-
clude deadlines for order confirmation, layout plan-
ning, client approval of blueprints, essential
purchases, approved production plans and more.

Q5 also allows you to quickly update progress
milestones from other systems or to create and
keep track of new milestones. In this way you gain
an overview over such areas as, for example, the
position of a technical department or the availability
of manpower for subsequent projects, or whether
a particular plan corresponds to intentions and rel-
evant contracts, and many other features.

These milestones consequently appear in the pro-
duction module, where they can be used to main-
tain control over impending projects which - linked
to the available overviews of manpower and proj-
ects - creates a commanding overview of all proj-
ects and assignments. Once again, a graded
colour scheme allows you to visually assess a pro-
ject's status.

PRODUCTION
Plan and execute all your
projects in the most ef-
fective order in light of
manpower, capacity and
skills/competencies.

EMPLOYEES
Maintain an overview and
retain control of every-
thing from teams and
skills to holidays, sick
leave and time off in lieu.

PROJECTS
Efficiently direct projects
by dividing them into
phases, and track their
progress with the help of
milestones.

OVERVIEWS
Employee and project
overviews give a clear
picture of capacity and
potentially overburdened
areas for both current
and/or future projects.

ADAPTATION
Adapt Q5 to your unique
needs and demands.
Create fields for employ-
ees, projects, reporting
and more.

TECHNOLOGY
Network based
client/server which can
be installed in Windows.
Changes appear in real
time for every user.

Q5 GIVES AN OVERVIEW OF THE THREE MOST 
IMPORTANT AREAS IN EVERY PRODUCTION PROCESS:

DISTRIBUTION, MOMENTUM, AND OVERVIEW

Nordjsk Kodeindustri - NJKI - delivering software solutions to production and service industries. We help to optimise production, 
visually communicate capacity and overload, and maintain a clear view of manpower and potential.

Nordjysk Kodeindustri ApS
Tostrupvej 52 · Godthåb · 9230 Svenstrup J · Denmark · www.njki.dk

Contact Morten Lassen, Nordjysk Kodeindustri, if you'd like to hear how your company can gain and maintain 100% control of projects and resources.

Call +45 2971 3370 or write to ml@njki.dk

A clear and comprehensible visualisation shows you which
staff are employed on each project. 

Colour coded progress bars indicate the status of diverse
project phases, gradually changing colour as each stage is
completed.

Q5 gives a real-time picture of available manpower, the sta-
tus of technical departments, if specific plans/targets are
being met, and much more.


